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[Siren Publishing: The Lynn Hagen ManLove Collection: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance,

shape-shifters, M/M, HEA] The Rising men are pure myth, or so Dane thinks. Everyone in the town

of Grizzly Ridge whispers about how either the Rising men can control the wild bears that roam the

mountains, or that they are the wild bears themselves. On his way home from work one night, a

stranger nearly hits Dane on the backroad. When the guy gets out of his truck, Dane is kidnapped

and taken high into the mountains. Clint grew up in the mountains, his bear clan hidden from

humans. Out on an errand one night, Clint decides to take a shortcut and nearly runs a man over.

Pissed at the guy's carelessness, he gets out and discovers the human is his mate. His bear takes

over and Clint bites him, starting the process that will enable Dane to carry his child. But Clint's life

is filled with dangers, and the biggest danger of all is his father. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
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Omg I Loved it Lynn Hagen did it again made me fall in love with another of her Series and I can't

wait to read more ...And I will be reading more ...



I enjoyed this first book of this series. It has suspense, romance and laughter. All the characters are

likable. Great start to new series.

This is an amazing start to the series. I enjoyed so much I couldn't put it down. If you never read any

of Lynn's work you must give this one a try.

This first story in the Grizzly Ridge series was very different from how I imagined. When I started

reading it all I knew was that it was about Grizzly Bears. And since I love a good Bear story I've

been eagerly awaiting its arrival in , but I couldn't wait any longer. I had to go to the publisher to get

a copy and I don't regret it one bit.The story wasn't your typical shifter tale. The shifters shunned

Humankind and were shrouded in mystery even though their ancestors founded the town. Hunting,

blood shed, and killing kept them up in the mountains & their presence mere whispered rumors of

the Rising men / Bears.This is a story of family dysfunction as its worse. A tight knit group of six

brothers terrorized by a huge, mean, overbearing, abusive Grizzly father. Clarence took out his

anger and frustrations on his sons. It escalated after the accidental death of his sweet shifter mate.

Since her death he'd grown increasingly crazier.It was only a matter of time before the eldest son,

Clint had to do something about the monster his father had become. But the damage already

wrought was wide sweeping. The physical and mental torment he directed toward his own sons was

horrible. When he started targeting other shifter communities - ultimatums were made.Having been

raised by such a brute of a man the brothers grew up with no manners and little restraint. They

followed their father's horrible example of how to treat each other, other shifters, and the "evil"

people who populated Grizzly Ridge. When Clint found his mate he was not gentle or understanding

initially. Being Human, his mate Dane was scared, confused, and confounded by life on the

mountain and within their clan.This is a violent story. Shifters vs shifters, father vs son(s), brother vs

brother. But there is hope if something can be done about the Grizzly Bear patriarch. He is the

cause of a great deal of mountain consternation. Dane's presence as a Human, a mate, a civilizing

source brings a much needed sense of normalcy to the Rising clan. If he can survive the plans

Clint's father has for him. The old tradition of the patriarch being able to sleep with any new

mates.The six Rising brothers: Clint, Trigger, Walker, Duane, Wade, and Bobby Ray all have very

distinct personalities, and the reader is also introduced to some of the Alpha leaders of the various

shifter groups residing on the mountain. One Bear in particular stands out for his humorous ways

and as the target of his father's wraith, that's Bobby Ray & coincidentally the next book in the series



is dedicated to him.I enjoyed this book. It really kept you entertained - guessing as to what was

going to happen next. If you are a mpreg fan you will enjoy this story. Dane denied the probability of

a man being able to conceive; even as he experienced morning sickness. Do you like Lynn Hagen?

She's my girl and I can't wait for more from her.
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